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2tration of particles of each sort be equal to n. If the tem-
perature of the system is suÆciently large, nT  B
2
,
then for slow vortical ows one can neglect deviations
of the concentrations from n (the quasi-neutrality con-
dition), and believe the velocity elds divergence-free in
homogeneous case: (r  v

) = 0.
Temporary, we will not take into account dissipative
processes. Thus, application of the canonical formalism
becomes possible [13, 14, 15], which makes the analysis









) and for the mass scales
( M ), the Lagrangian functional of the incompressible
two-uid model, in the absence of an external magnetic










































Here  = m=M is the only dimensionless parameter re-
maining in the system. For the electron-positron plasma
 = 1, for the hydrogen plasma   1=2000  1. Be-
low we consider the latter case. The rst two terms in
the expression (2) give the kinetic energy of the ion and
electron uids, while the third term is the energy of the
magnetic eld created by the ows of electrically charged




 k) = 0. A possible derivation of this Lagrangian
is via using the microscopic Lagrangian of a system of
electrically charged point particles that can be written
up to the second order on v=c, as it is explained in the











































































(t) are their velocities, n
ab
(t) are the unit





macroscopic averaged characteristics | concentrations
n

(r; t), hydrodynamical mean velocities v

(r; t), and
considering the special dynamic regime of slow vortical
ows ("soft" degrees of freedom), when deviations of the
concentrations from the equilibrium are not excited, as
described in Ref.17, one can arrive at the expression (2).





dt, which is necessary for constituting
the equations of motion, should not be performed with
respect to the variations Æv

(r; t), but with respect to
the variations Æx
+
(a; t) and Æx
 





(c; t) are incompressible Lagrangian mappings de-
scribing the motion of points of the ion and electron
uids, labeled by the labels a and c. The correspond-
ing mathematical technique is explained, for instance, in
Refs. 17, 18. The equations of motion of the two-uid






















where the operator in the parentheses on the r.h.s. is
the projector onto the functional space of divergence-







(r) are the canonical momenta by def-






















































Below, we will need the reversal relations for the veloci-






























+ 1 + 
:
(7)





















where the canonical vorticity elds are dened as the
curls of the canonical momenta,


(r; t)  curlp

(r; t),



































































It is clear that in the problem under consideration
there are two separated dimensionless scales of inverse
length, k
+
 1 and k
 
 1=, where  =
p
 is the elec-










































































































Depending on the typical spatial scale of the vortices,
several dynamical regimes are possible in this system.
The small and moderate wave number region, k < 1,













j, we have here the usual MHD.







j, corresponds to the EMHD [8]. For the
ows with larger typical wave numbers, k  1=, the
magnetic eects become relatively un-signicant, and the
system (10) is broken into two weakly interacting sub-
systems, each of them being approximately described by



















Axisymmetric large-scale EMHD ows. | Let us now
consider the subset of solutions, for which the ion canon-








is concentrated in the range
1  k  1= of the wave numbers, where the Green's
function G
  
(k) is almost at: G
  
(k)  1. Practically
this corresponds to the condition 3 < k < 20. For




proportional to the magnetic eld in the leading order.
It should be emphasized that with 

+
= 0 the velocity
v
+
of the ion component is not exactly zero, however,
it is much smaller than the velocity v
 
of the electron
component, as it becomes clear from consideration of the
Eqs. (7) with p
+
= 0. In the main approximation, the

















in accordance with the fact that the energy of the sys-
tem is concentrated mostly in the magnetic eld. The
corresponding equation of motion is local and essentially















One of remarkable properties of the equation (13) is that













)=2, we have the exactly solvable Hopf
equation for the function !
 










The solution of the equation (15) at t > 0 is constructed
from the initial function !
 
0




(q; z) = w along z-axis on the value
2wt, that makes possible breaking of the prole after
some time. Not long before the moment of the singular-
ity formation, the equation (13) becomes non-applicable.
For correction, it is sometimes suÆcient to add into the






, which takes into account a nite electri-
cal conductivity  [8]. In this case the equation for the
function !
 


























In order to justify the neglect by dispersive eects, the
typical values of !
 







n=M. With this condition the width
of the current sheet will remain several times larger than
the dispersive length . Otherwise, it is necessary to
take into account subsequent terms in the expansion of
the Green's function G
  





neglect the term 1=k
2
as previously, since k 1):
G
  

































Let us consider the axisymmetric ows like (14). It is
useful to note that in the absence of dissipation, as follows
from Eqs. (8), the dynamics of the functions !

(q; z; t)












































Thus, each of the functions !

(q; z; t) is transported by
its own, divergence-free in (q; z)-plane, two-dimensional
velocity eld, the stream-function of which coincid-
ing with the corresponding variational derivative of the
Hamiltonian. The same Poisson structure governs the
ideal hydrodynamics in Cartesian plane [13].













we easily obtain the asymptotic expansion (for simplicity,
we write ! instead of !
 
























































where the nonlinear dispersive terms are explicitly writ-
ten in the rst order on 
2
. The dissipation can be taken
into account like in the r.h.s. of the Eq.(16).
In the special case when !
 
is only slowly dependent
on the radial coordinate q, but strongly depends on the
4axial coordinate z, the expansion of G
  




































+ : : : (23)
Then in the leading order the equation of motion for
!
 


















For long-scale proles of !
 
this equation is approxi-
mately reproduced by Eq. (15), but in addition it is


















) after the width of the shock becomes smaller




takes place on the nal stage of shock evolution (without
dissipation) since the integral operator in Eq.(24) makes
the transport velocity for !
 
smooth enough even for a
very narrow shock.
Shocks in helical EMHD ows. | Analogously, the





























that are space-periodic along z-direction with the period
L
z
= 2=K. The general solution of Eq. (13) for this
case can also be obtained, since the equation of motion
for the function 













) = 0: (27)






















Each level contour 
(u; v) = W rotates with the individ-
ual angular velocity d=dt =  2K
2
W , that is the rea-
son for shock producing. Higher-order corrections to Eq.
(27) can be derived similarly to Eqs. (20-22). However,
in this case it is not possible to include the dissipation
into consideration in the framework of single-function de-
scription (25-26), since magnetic diusivity destroys he-
lical shapes of the magnetic lines.
Shocks in Hall MHD. | If we would like to escape the
restriction k  1, it is necessary to deal with the Hall




















































































































































Since the nonlocal operator
^
G possesses smoothing prop-
erties, analogously to the usual "at" 
 1
-operator, the





have innite gradients. Therefore, the
eect of the non-locality, generally speaking, can not
overcome the tendency towards the breaking of the func-
tion !
 
prole, at least with moderate typical values of
	. We can suppose that with the initial data concen-
trated in the region k  1, the breaking takes place as
the general case in the Hall MHD model. As concerns the













j, in this case the ques-
tion about breaking remains subtle and needs additional
investigations.
Estimations for the shock singularities in dierent
models. | Finally, let us note that the equation (13)
is interesting also from a more general theoretical view-
point. This is an example of a 3D hydrodynamic type
system, where the singularity formation explicitly takes
place in a nite time. However, the above described
mechanism for the singularity formation can not be uni-
versal for all the hydrodynamical systems. For example,
it is known that in solutions of the Euler equation no
singularity can form in a nite time without maximum
5of the vorticity growing to the innity [19]. Simultane-
ously, the eld of the vorticity direction must loose the
smoothness at the singular point [20]. But in the cases
considered here no of these two conditions is satised,
but nevertheless, the singularity develops. We may sup-
pose that a type of a possible singularity in some hydro-
dynamic system depends on the behavior of the corre-
sponding Green's function at large k. In Eulerian hydro-
dynamics G(k) = 1=k
2
, while in the model (13) we have
G(k) = 1. The natural question arises: If the Green's
function has the power-like asymptotics G(k)  1=k

,
with a constant , what is the critical value 
c
of the
exponent that separates systems similar to Eulerian hy-
drodynamics from those similar to the model (13), as far
as the axisymmetric ows are concerned? The following
simple estimations give the answer 
c
= 1. Let us con-
sider the nonlinear transport equation like Eq.(24) for











dk=2 = 0; (35)
where ~!(k; t) is the Fourier transform of the function
!(z; t). For simplicity, it is convenient to deal with anti-
symmetric solutions !( z; t) =  !(z; t) that have the
shape of a smooth step, with lim
z!1
!(z; t) = 1.
It is natural to monitor the growth of the quantity
s(t)   !
z
(0; t). The corresponding equation of motion






Now we note that the function  ik~!(k; t), the Fourier
transform of !
z
(z; t), is a smooth real-valued symmetric
function with the maximum value 2 at k = 0 and with
a width of distribution in k-space of order k  s(t).






From here, in the case G(k)  1=k

with  < 1, we easily






while for  > 1 the integral in Eq.(37) converges at large
values of s and therefore just exponential growth takes
place, s  expC(t  t

).
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